An Algorithmic Approach to Diagnosis and Treatment of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in Children: Iranian Expert's Consensus Statement
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1. Introduction

After the outbreak of 2019 novel corona virus infection in China, we have the outbreak of disease in Iran and until March 05, 2020 have been reported a total number of confirmed cases more than 3500 with approximately 3.3% deaths. The corona virus disease 2019 (COVID-19) infection as a newly emerging disease in East Asia has caused a great challenge in managing the patients and controlling the disease especially in children. This algorithm is based on the standard diagnosis and treatment strategies for pediatric viral infections and available strategies to prevention of COVID-19 infection. It is hoped that with international co-operation, this global dilemma will end with the least burden of disease. Due to the lack of scientific evidences in children, this algorithm is essential for decision making.
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2. Description of Algorithm

[1] Case Definition

Definite, a child with history, signs and symptoms suggested to COVID-19, together with abnormal chest CT scan and positive PCR test is defined as a definite case of COVID-19.

Suspected, a child with history, signs and symptoms and abnormal chest CT scan (If the other causes for abnormal CT are ruled out) suggested to COVID-19, with negative PCR test is defined as a suspected case of COVID-19.

Rejected, a child with negative PCR test and abnormal chest CT scan due to the other causes except COVID-19 is defined as a rejected case of COVID-19.
**Algorithmic approach to a child suspected [1] to COVID-19**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Condition</th>
<th>Action</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Home isolation</td>
<td>Refer to Non COVID-19 Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Supportive care</td>
<td>Refer to Non COVID-19 Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Come back to hospital if warning signs develops</td>
<td>Refer to Non COVID-19 Unit</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**[2] Triage**

The child suspected of COVID-19 is transferred to a specialized triage room and the child and his parents wear surgical masks. The triage nurse should also have a surgical mask.

**[3] Refractory Hypoxemia**

There is no clear-cut definition of acute refractory hypoxemia; it generally refers to inadequate arterial oxygenation despite optimal levels of inspired oxygen. \( O_2 \) saturation < 93% despite \( O_2 \) therapy or \( O_2 \) saturation < 90% at room air is in favor of severe pneumonia [6].

**[4] Hospitalization**

Patients should be placed in a private room with negative air pressure that has a minimum of 6 to 12 air changes per hour. Doors to the isolation rooms must remain closed,
and all individuals who enter must wear a mask with a filtering capacity of 95 percent that allows a tight seal over the nose and mouth, especially during aerosol-generating procedures like endotracheal intubation; therefore, both airborne and contact precautions are warranted (7).

In the absence of a room with negative air pressure, patients are kept in a private isolated room. In the absence of a private room; patients are kept in a cohort at least one meter away.

[5] Supportive Care

Severe cases require appropriate supportive care, including fluid and electrolyte replacement, antipyretics, analgesia, oxygenation and respiratory support (8).

[6] Special Therapy

It should be noted that due to insufficient evidence for COVID-19 treatment in children, recommended treatment protocol is not based on strong clinical evidence, and treatment may be changed if further studies are undertaken.

[6.1] ICU Admitted Patients

Treatment for patients who admitted in intensive care unit is included combined antiviral agents and immunomodulators [oseltamivir + hydroxychloroquine + Kaletra (lopinavir + ritonavir)] ± ribavirin and if necessary antibiotics according to the patient’s situation.

[6.2] Moderate to Severe Pneumonia

Treatment for these patients is included combined antiviral agents and immunomodulators [oseltamivir + hydroxychloroquine + Kaletra (lopinavir + ritonavir)], and if necessary antibiotics according to the patient’s situation.

[6.3] Mild Pneumonia with Risk Factor

Treatment for these patients is included combined antiviral agents and immunomodulators (oseltamivir + hydroxychloroquine), and if necessary antibiotics according to the patient’s situation.


These patients should be placed in a watchful waiting program and followed. Treatment in these groups is optional and related to physician decision according to the situation. It may be included (oseltamivir ± hydroxychloroquine), and if necessary antibiotics.

Recommended drug dosages are as follow:

I. Oseltamivir

- Preterm infants consult with a Pediatric Infectious Diseases Specialist.
- Term infants 0 - 12 month, 3 mg/kg/dose, twice daily
- Children ≥ 12 month by body weight
  - ≤ 5 kg: 30 mg, twice daily
  - > 5 - 23 kg: 45 mg, twice daily
  - > 23 - 40 kg: 60 mg, twice daily
  - > 40 kg: 75 mg, twice daily
- Adults 75 mg, twice daily
For at least 5 days.

II. Hydroxychloroquine

Infants and children: IV, hydroxychloroquine sulfate: 3 - 5 mg/kg/day (max dose 400 mg), BID For 5 days.

QT interval prolongation, torsades de pointes, and ventricular arrhythmias reported with Chloroquine specially in concurrent use with Kaletra; risk is greater if chloroquine is administered at high doses; use with caution in patients with cardiac disease, a history of ventricular arrhythmias, uncorrected hypokalemia and/or hypomagnesemia, or bradycardia (< 50 bpm), and it can also be used as a single dose in high risk patients.

ECG prior to starting chloroquine and after onset of drug, cardiac monitoring is recommended.

III. Kaletra (Lopinavir + Ritonavir)

- 14 days to 12 months: 16 mg/kg/dose or 300 mg/m²/dose (lopinavir component) orally twice a day
- 12 months to 18 years: Based on BSA: 230 mg/m²/dose (lopinavir component) orally twice a day (maximum dose: lopinavir 400 mg), ritonavir 100 mg/dose, orally twice a day.

Based on weight:
- Less than 15 kg: 12 mg/kg/dose (lopinavir component) orally twice a day
- 15 to 40 kg: 10 mg/kg/dose (lopinavir component) orally twice a day
- Greater than 40 kg/dose: Lopinavir/ ritonavir 2x200/50 mg tablet, orally twice a day.

For 5 - 14 days, depends on physician’s judgment.

Notice: Kaletra should not be administered to neonates before gestational age of 42 weeks and postnatal age of at least 14 days.

IV. Ribavirin (Oral)

For children over 3 years old:
- < 47 kg: 15 mg/kg/day-BID
- 47 - 59: 400 mg-BID
- 60 - 73: 400 mg- in the morning, 600 mg- in the evening
- > 73: 600 mg-BID

For up to 14 days, depends on patient’s response.

[7] Para Clinical Findings

CXR: The sensitivity of chest radiography is low in these patients. In the early stages, the CXR may be normal and...
does not show ground glass lesions, but in severe cases bilateral multifocal consolidation and even progression to the white lung can be seen (9).

Chest CT Scan: According to recent evidences the CT scan findings of COVID-19 pneumonia manifested as multifocal unilateral or bilateral ground glass opacity (GGO) to mixed GGO and consolidation mostly peripheral located. GGO are usually seen in the early days and progress to the consolidation in the following days. Lymphadenopathy is usually not seen and pleural effusions rare and mild.

In general, normal chests CT scan maybe helpful in rule out of COVID-19.

Indications of chest CT scan are:
A) Bilateral lung involvement on CXR.
B) ICU admission.
C) In a patient who has not responded to primary treatment and is developing respiratory distress.
D) The CXR is getting worse.
E) Symptomatic patient in contact with definitive patient with COVID-19.

CBC-Diff: Leukopenia or lymphocytopenia less than normal amounts for age (an absolute lymphocyte count < 3000/µL in infants (1 month to 12 months), < 2000/µL in Children 1 - 5 years of age and < 1000/µL in older than 5 years).

CRP-LDH: Abnormal tests consider based on age and manufacturer’s test kits.

Other Lab Tests: Complementary tests are requested based on the patient’s condition.

[8] Indication of Sampling

In this step, for suspected of COVID-19 case the sample for both COVID-19 and H1N1 should be sent, and in case of access shortage, it should be done at least for the patients admitted in ICU, or with moderate to severe pneumonia, or mild pneumonia with red flag.

How to sampling and send the samples:
- Upper respiratory sampling is done by the nasopharyngeal or oropharyngeal swab. For the upper sampling, contact and droplet precautions, and for the lower sampling, contact and airborne precautions (N95 mask) must be applied.
- All the samples taken from suspected COVID-19 patients must be considered infectious, and all the samplers and sample carriers must follow the standard precautions (10).
- The sampler must use appropriate personal protection equipment (PPE) such as eye protector, medical mask, long sleeves gown, and gloves (7).
- All the persons who play a role in carrying samples must be trained and exercised enough about necessary precautions on transferring samples and emergency cases (like breaking the sample and spreading infection).

- Transferring sample must be done by a three-layer container special for carrying dangerous infectious samples.
- Laboratory must also be noticed about the patients suspected for COVID-19, in order to apply necessary precautions and keep these samples separated from the others.
- Patient’s full name and all needed info must be completed on the form attached to the sample.

Notice: Upper sampling must be done by Dacron or rayon sterile swab (not cotton) and in VTM special perimenter. Samplers should try not to sample from tonsils and uvula. For a severe respiratory patient suspected to coronavirus, disease cannot be rejected only by a negative upper respiratory sample, and upper re-sample or lower respiratory sample is needed.

[9] Precautions in Examination Room

The child suspected to coronavirus shall be transferred to the special examination room at Emergency Department, the patient and accompany shall wear surgical mask. The examiner doctor also must follow the standard and droplet precautions during the examination.

[10] Hygiene Recommendations During Nursing the Patient Suspected to COVID-19 at Home

- To be about personal hygiene including separation of personal hygiene tools like tooth brush and towel, and several times of washing hands.
- To stay at home and to avoid public places.
- Use a separate bedroom where the patient can recover without sharing immediate space with others.
- Rest of the family members must keep at least 1-meter distance with the patient.
- Child nurse must wear appropriately surgical mask on face, and avoid direct contact with respiratory and oral secretions and stool, also keep to wash hands with soap and water, and in case, disposable plastic or latex gloves.
- Toilet, bathroom, table, bed, and all the surfaces which are repeatedly touched must be washed by water, soap and then bleaching liquid 0.5% sodium hypochlorite.
- Patient’s clothes, towels and bed-sheets first must be kept in a nylon carry-bag, and then shall be washed by hot water with temperature between 60°C and 90°C. Wearing gloves for touching unwashed clothes are necessary.
- During surface washing and collecting patient's clothes, the child nurse must wear protecting apron and disposable gloves. Protecting apron must be washed just like the patient's clothes (11).
They include:
- tachypnea (respiratory rate
  - > 60 breaths/minute for infants < 2 months of age;
  - > 50 breaths/minute for infants 2 - 12 months of age;
  - > 40 breaths/minute for Childs 1 - 4 years of age and
  - > 30 breaths/minute for Childs older than 5 years of age)(6).
- respiratory distress (chest indrawing, cyanosis, grunting, nasal flaring and tachypnea),
- cyanosis of tongue and lips,
- inability for eating or drinking,
- communication inability during awareness or excessive restlessness,
- dryness of oral mucosa,
- decrease in volume of urine and lack of tear,
- > 40°C fever or persistent high fever for 3 - 5 days,
- return symptoms after partial recovery.

[12] Severe Pneumonia
- Temperature > 38.5°C,
- moderate to severe respiratory distress (respiratory rate
  > 70 breaths/minute for infants < 12 months of age
  and > 50 breaths/minute for older children; suprasternal,
  intercostal and subcostal retraction; chest indrawing;
  cyanosis; grunting; nasal flaring; apnea;
  O₂ saturation < 93% despite O₂ therapy or O₂ saturation < 90% at room air;
- lethargy,
- increasing work of breathing, or exhaustion with or
  without hypercarbia and
- unexplained metabolic acidosis (2, 8).

[13] Risk Factors
History of underlying disease including of any immunodeficiency or immunosuppressive medication; and
chronic disease such as diabetes; kidney, heart, respiratory, blood and metabolic disorders (12).

3. Conclusions
Nowadays, the COVID-19 epidemic, especially as a newly emerging disease in East Asia, has caused a great challenge in managing the patients and controlling the disease. This has caused many problems for the health system, as the disease has high prevalence and there are no specific guidelines for diagnostic and therapeutic management, especially in children.

Therefore, at the Research Institute for Children’s Health (RICH), we developed an algorithm for dealing with
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